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1. pnorrssrorual

BACKGRoUND

I am a

Senior Reservoir Engineer with Kappa Engineering and an Adjunct Professor in
Reservoir Engineering at the University in Stavanger, Norway. I have a PhD in mathematics
from the University of California, lrvine. I joined the oil industry in 1980, and have since
worked on development and implementation of mathematical solutions for use in well-test
analyses and at the same time worked on analyses of field data. From 1980 to 1991 I worked
at Rogaland Research lnstitute, from 1.99L to 2007 I worked for Statoil, and since then as a
consultant for Kappa Engineering, where I do analyses for clients and work on development
and implementation of solutions in their software programs. ln particular, I helped develop
Kappa's module to analyze data from single and multiprobe tools. ln 2007, while in Statoil, I
was also part of a Statoil/Schlumberger team developing a new MDT tool with better gauge

resolution and higher pump capacity, where my role involved criteria

for

obtaining

acceptable data from high-mobility formations.

I have analyzed data from a large number of wire-line runs, especially from the Norwegian
Continental Shell with tools from different vendors. I have also worked on MDT data from
the Gulf of Mexico based on the same type of tool run in the MC252 well, but with better
test data from formations with poorer properties.
on several SPE committees, was an SPE distinguished lecturer 1998-99, and the
2012 recipient of the SPE Formation Evaluation Award. A true and correct copy of my
current curriculum vitae is attached as Appendix A to this report.
I have served

2.

wtv

opttttot

carried out new analyses of the MDT test data from the wire-line run April 12, 2010 in
the MC252 well with the objective of determining whether Dr. Gringarten's analysis of the
same data is credible. ln doing so, I attempt to estimate the formation permeability of the
M56D, Upper M56E and Lower M55E sands. My estimates differ clearly from those
I have

presented by Dr. Gringartenl for the two best sands, but is in general agreement for the
sand with the low€st flow capacity - the Upper M56E sand. Our agreement on the
permeability of the lowest flow capacity sand is consistent with my experience and the
literature indicating that estimating permeability with MDT data is more reliable for lower
1

Expert report of A. Gringarten.
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permeability sands. The differences for the best sands are caused by different
methodologies used to analyze the data, with Gringarten relying on data smoothing, semilog derivatives and de-convolution in his analyses,2 while I have based my analyses directly
on recorded data and comparisons with data computed from a proper single-probe model.3

2.1,

Uncertainties in the Data

Before turning to my analysis of the MDT data, it is important to note several limitations of
the data. The data under consideration are very noisy and limited. This noise is particularly
significant with respect to the M55 Reservoir because this reservoir is one with high mobility
- that is the reservoir has a high ratio of permeability to fluid viscosity. As noted above, I
have worked with MDT data from the Gulf of Mexico based on the same type of tool run in
the MC252 well, but in those cases I had better test data from formations with lower
mobility.a
ln the tests under consideration, the MDT data exhibit rapid pressure recoveries after shutins. Rapid pressure recoveries imply rapid pressure stabilization. This adds uncertainty to
analyses when the pressure changes approach or fall below the resolution of the gauge, with

signal noise and operational disturbances then limiting the reliability and usefulness of the
data.

Another limitation on the MDT data in question is that the test was designed for fluid
sampling and to take pressure points, not to generate data for formation testing.s This is the
normal use of the MDT tool, to collect down-hole fluid samples and to take pressure points.
This is clearly reflected in in the Macondo data, with pump schedules optimized for sampling

-

and not for formation testing. The changing pump schedules and dual-pump operations

used for the Macondo MDT sampling added effects in the data that make use of these data
in well-test analyses challenging.

22

My Results

Given the data constraints, I have made a best effort to estimate the likely range of
permeability of the sands in question. Bythis approach I need to determine a robust mean
value for each sand, referred to as my best "single-value estimate," along with a realistic
2

Expert report of A. Gringarten, pages 27 and 28.
Larsen, L.: "Modeling and Analyzing Source and lnterference Data From Packer-Probe and
Multiprobe Tests," paper SPE 102698 presented at the SPE Annual Technical Conference and
Exhibition, San Antonio, Texas, 24-27 September 2006.
a
See Larsen, L.: "Modeling and Analyzing Source and lnterference Data From Packer-Probe
Multiprobe Tests," paper SPE 102698 presented at the SPE Annual Technical Conference
Exhibition, San Antonio, Texas, 24-27 September 2006, page 6.
5
Emanuel Dep. at 27-29.
3
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range based on possible upper and lower limits. ln my analyses ltook the basic parameters

of net thickness, porosity, viscosity and total compressibility from Dr. Gringarten's report.
These have negligible impact on my analyses of MDT data in the sense that realistic changes
will not have a significant impact on my results, if any.
Usin8 these parameters, I get the results listed in Table 1., with my best single-value
permeability estimate 500 md for the M56D sand, 150 md for the Upper M56E sand and 500

md for the Lower M56E sand. These results are consistent with core and log-based data
described in a BP Technical Memorandum dated July 26,2070.6 The same estimates (P5O)
presented by GringartenT are LL6 md (M56D), 117 md (Upper M55E) and 285 md (Lower
M56E). See Table

2.

Although our estimates for the Upper M56Eare in general agreement,

I

believe that Gringarten substantially underestimates the permeability of the M56D and
Lower M56E sands.

Table
Sand

1- lnput and derived parametersfrom the
M56D
unit

Data f‖

Lower M56E

F143

F14フ

0207
0243

154
0221
0243

491
0221
0243

178E‑6

186E‑6

186E‑6

ft

Porosity
⌒

Upper M56E

F144

e

Net thickness,

MDT data.

Viscosity, cp
Total compressibility, 1/psi

Horizontal permeability, md

500

1

Vertical permeability, md'?

092

Total cumulative flow, bbls
Radius of investigation,

ft

Formation pressure, psia
Probe depth, ft MD

3

1184109
1808597

1185577

1185058
1812393

1814200

1)
2)

The values listed are my best single-value permeability estimates
The results do not depend strongly on the vertical permeability, but low horizontal
permeability tend to require a higher kv/kx ratio, which can be unrealistic

3)

Horizontal distance listed from the longest buildups

The thickness-based average permeability of the three sands will be 438 md. ln my view this
is a conservative (low) estimate. The value reported by Gringarten is 238 md.8 That number

substantially underestimates the effective permeability of the reservoir.

6BP‐

HZN‐ BLY00082874

:[I::1:::1鍛 :11::1:l::::プ and"
⌒
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Table 2 - Comparison of My Estimates to Dr. Gringarten's
Sand Unit

My Estimate

Dr. Gringarten's Estimate

M56D

500 md
150 md

116 md
117 md

500 md
438 md

285 md
238 md

Upper M55E

Lower M56E
Thickness Based Average

2.3.
I have

Additional Critique of Dr. Gringarten's Methodology
at least two additional significant critiques of Dr. Gringarten's approach in his report.

First, Dr. Gringarten used a standard well model with a short open interval in his analyses.e
This approach should be combined with a small effective wellbore radius to be realistic in
comparison with flow to the tool through a small hole in the mud-cake on one side of the
wellbore. Since the effective wellbore radius is modified from the actual radius by the factor
exp(-skin) in the model, the skin value has to at least exceed 1, corresponding to a reduction

byafactorof exp(-1) =O.3T,forthemodel toberealistic. lnthecaseshowninhisFig.

12,10

Dr. Gringarten matches the data from M55D with a permeability of 110 md and skin values
near 0. This shows this low permeability to be unrealistic. ln Fig. L2tr the same data are
matched with a permeability of 292 md and skin values around 0.5. These low skin values
imply that this permeability has to be considered as a low estimate. The same comments
apply to Dr. Gringarten's analyses of the Lower M56E data, with Fig. 3412 showing that even
negative skin values have been used, implying a tool diameter larger than the wellbore, for
his low case at 101 md, and that skin values around 0.5 have been used for his high case at
240 md. These skin values show that 240 md can only be treated as a low estimate for the
Lower M56E sand, with 101 md not being meaningful.
Second, Dr. Gringarten used data smoothing and deconvolution to analyze the data, thereby

basing his analyses on modified data. With high mobility and low rates, gauge resolution,
signal noise and operational disturbances reducing the quality of MDT data, data smoothing
is inappropriate because there are too few points for such algorithms to work properly. The

problem is that smoothing will by design reduce noise in the data and allow semi-log
derivatives (trends) to be computed directly from the modified data with the true
information of the data easily lost in the process. Since log-log plots can only display positive
derivatives, the results will be biased towards high values for poor resolution and noisy data,
s

Expert report of A. Gringarten, Appendix E, page 29.
Expert report of A. Gringarten, Appendix E,Fig. 12, pages 9 and 10.
' Expert report of A. Gringarten, Appendix E, Fig. 13, page 1 1.
'' Expert report of A. Gringarten, Appendix E, Fig. 34, page 27.

10
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even after smoothing, with an upward swing in derivatives at "late" times often seen in such

data sets. Derivatives with this behavior, which is an artifact of semi-log derivatives
computed from sparse data sets with poor resolution, should therefore not be used in
analyses, but Dr. Gringarten honored such data in some analyses,13 thereby underestimating

permeability, and even interpreted such behavior as representative of nearby flow barriers
(wedge model).14
Dr. Gringarten's use of deconvolution is similarly inappropriate. Deconvolution is a method
to determine a pressure-response as a function of time with certain constraints. The goal of
this analysis is to reproduce an ideal test response for flow at constant rate throughout the
entire test sequence. ln essence, this means a pressure response established from a short
buildup is extended to the entire test sequence by honoring an assumed or observed
pressure drop through the data set, e.9., from the first to the last buildup. For the Macondo

data with very small pressure changes, the key pressure drop needed in the analysis cannot
be determined with sufficient certainty. ln fact, for the data sets at hand, the observed trend
in the deconvolved data beyond the length of key buildups will actually be controlled by the
assumed pressure drop.

3. ur

uor

rooa
.

A dual-pump, single-probe module was used in the sampling run when the three data sets
used in well-test analyses were collected from the MC252 well.1s The dual pump was used
with a focused probe as shown at the right in Figure 1, with two concentric probes (tubes)
used to withdraw fluid from the formation. The sampling took place in the open-hole section
at the bottom of the well with wellbore radius 0.354 ft. Communication with formation fluid
in such operations is established by pushing a packer-and probe assembly against the mudcake on one side of the borehole with a single or double probe (tube) penetrating the mudcake and reaching the formation. A full view of the tool without the opposite side hydraulic
pistons used to establish force against the mud-cake and the formation is shown in Figure 2
along with a schematic of fluid flo\ /.

13

Expert report of A. Gringarten, Fig. 14, page 12.

'" Expert report of A Gringarten, Fig.34, page 27.

1s

See the Schlumber8er MDT Report, May-09-2010, pages 29, 31-33 and 34
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Conventional and dual-pump probes with typical contamination-time plots. ln the right
schematic, filtrate-contaminated fluid is contained by the annular perimeter probe (guard pump)
while the center probe (sample pump) extract near contamination-free reservoir fluid (copied from
Figure 1

-

Schlumberger brochure).
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Overview of the dual-pump module without the opposite side pistons used to establish
hydraulic force against the formation, together with a schematic of the fluid flow with both pumps
operating (copied from Schl u mberger brochure).
Figure 2

-
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The tool set-up is important because the flow pattern into the probe changes depending on

whether both pumps are operating, just the sample pump (inner) or just the guard pump
(outer perimeter). With a smaller probe diameter a larger pressure drawdown is created at a
given rate. lf both pumps are operating there is also more area and less flow-convergence
effects than if just the outer (perimeter) probe is open to flow. Differences are therefore
observed depending on how the pumps are operated.
The MDT tool is mainly used to collect down-hole fluid samples and to take pressure points.
The pressure points are obtained with limited fluid withdrawal (around 20 cm3) over periods
of around 10-20 sec. Fluid sampling with the pump-out module, as was used in the Macondo
well, is different, with fluid pumped over longer time periods through the tool and into the

wellbore (mud column) with continuous recording of fluid properties. When acceptable
cleanup is indicated from tool instruments, a sample bottle can be filled and sealed in the
tool. This procedure can be repeated. The dual-pump module with focused sampling from
the center of the fluid stream will normally greatly reduce time and improve the quality of
samples. For the pressure data recorded during pumping and shut-in periods, the dual-pump

operations can easily add effects in the data that make use of these data in well-test
analyses challenging. The problem is that the pressure response is affect by the changing
split in total flow rate between the inner and outer probe openings. The changing pump
schedules are dictated by the sampling operations, and therefore planned.

4.

PRoBE MoDEt usED tN ANAIYSES

Since flow enters the tool from the formation through a single hole or a concentric double-

hole in a no-flow cylindrical wellbore wall (the mud-cake), the model set-up sketched in
Figure 3 is needed to analyze the test data, at least if both the overall drawdown and trends
observed in the data are going to be used.

tigure

3

-

Flow to a probe opening on a cylindrical no-flow wellbore wall (mud-cake).

I
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The asymmetric model with flow pattern indicated in Figure 3 has been used in all analyses
presented in this report. This model, which is described in detail in the paper SPE 102598,15
(Larsen, 2006) is based on a solution presented by Goode and Thambynayagam" in 1992.
297.

As was discussed above, Dr. Gringarten used a standard well model with a short open
interval in his analyses.ls This is acceptable if a small wellbore radius is used or a positive
skin value is obtained from the analysis, in essence implying a small effective wellbore

radius. With

a

small wellbore radius and short interval open

to flow a

reasonable

approximation of the actual flow behavior near the probe can be obtained, but not with near
zero or negative skin values. This is important because the model used in an analysis with
chosen permeability must match both the trend during shut-ins and the drawdown during
flow periods. Again, as was pointed above, for some of his cases with low permeability Dr.

to use an unrealistic well model
should have eliminated those cases.
Gringarten needed

to match flow data,le and therefore

5.. sHoRT SUMMARY oF ANAIYSES
the Macondo data come from a high-mobility formation, the use of an asymmetric
single-probe model is not critical for analyses of pressure trends, but it does allow us to

Since

consider if the observed drawdown is consistent with the tool configuration. I have used this

repeatedly in the detailed analyses in the following chapters, but the summary here is
concentrated on direct matching of observed pressure trends during shut-ins.

From operational constraints, time on station is limited, and lengthy test sequences
therefore not an option. The periods with shut-in data typically used in analyses are
therefore short, and even with 1 recording per second, as in the Macondo data sets, periods
of interest have few data points. With high mobility and low rates, gauge resolution, signal
noise and operational disturbances tend to reduce the quality of MDT data. This fact cannot
be amended with data smoothing of the Macondo data since there are too few points for
algorithms to work properly. However, by direct comparison of actual data and model data

16
See Larsen, L.: "Modeling and Analyzing source and lnterference Data From Packer-Probe and
Multiprobe Tests," paper SPE 102698 presented at the sPE Annual Technical Conference and
Exhibition, San Antonio, Texas, 24-27 September 2006.
17
See Goode, P.A. and Thambynayagam. R.K.M.: "Permeability Determination With a Multiprobe
Formation Tester," SPEFE (December 1992) 7, No, 4,297.

18

''

Expert report of A. Gringarten, Appendix E, page 29.
Expert report of A. Gringarten. Appendix E, Fig. 34, page 27.
10
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in different plots one can determine if these are close, i.e., if the model response matches
the recorded data.
The point made above about smoothing only refers to shut-in periods. For periods with flow
one can use various algorithms to smooth the data, but one can also manually remove
outliers to obtain a cleaner data set. The latter is the approach I have used to avoid false

trends, although these periods are not used directly in analyses and hence do not have any
impact on results. The outliers being removed are mostly caused by pump strokes (reversals)
and carry no information to analyses. These points have only been removed to avoid a wide
pressure-signal band in data displays. Details about this approach are shown for the M56D
data in the detailed analyses below.
The first of my analyses of M56o data is shown in Figure 4. This analysis is based directly on
a semi-log plot of observed data from Buildup 4 (BU 4) and data generated by the probe

model with horizontal permeability 500 md and vertical permeability 50 md. The initial
pressure from this early buildup is 11841.07 psia and the skin value -0.L2. With a reference
probe diameter of 2 inches used throughout all analyses in this report, this implies an
effective probe diameter of 2*exp(O.72\ = 2.25 inches. This is the meaning of "skin value" S
in this model in the sense that it is only used to modify the reference probe diameter by the
factor exp(-S). Although the actual probe opening can be smaller, communication with the
formation can be better than predicted by the model if for instance the permeability at the
probe location happens to be higher than the average value over the formation. This can be
seen as in improvement (negative skin).
By basing analyses directly on recorded data as shown in Figure 4, I can conclude that the

permeability cannot be much lower than 500 md, since a permeability of 250 md would
generate a steeper trend in the model, with a doubling towards the end. Higher permeability
will do the opposite, and generate a shallower trend in the model data.

TREX-012102R.011

Permeability 500 md

Anisotropy 0.1 (ratio)

一
■ 一島 Ｌ

Markerc: BU 4 data
Curve: Model data

-2t
Swrrpor$o.rIh.
Figure 4 - Semi-log match of M56D data from BU 4 based on a single-probe model with horizontal
permeability 500 md and vertical permeability 50 md.

An alternative to the approach above is to use a log-log plot of pressure changes after shutin and slopes computed from the observed data in the semi-log plot, as shown in Figure 5.

Howevei, with the scatter seen in the data the slopes (semi-log derivatives) cannot be
computed in a point-by-point procedure, and must be based on some smoothing of the data.
However, with few data points and significant noise in the data, any form of smoothing will
tend to be unreliable. Working directly with the data in semi-log plots is more robust.

Note that the high values of semi-log derivatives shown in Figure 5 is an artifact of gauge
resolution and the fact that recorded values have been used directly. The point is that the
horizontal axis in the semi-log plot compresses the time steps with increasing elapsed time
(points closer together) while the minimal possible change in the pressure data remains
fixed. Small derivatives consistent with the model data are therefore at best obtained by
chance. lf an algorithm had been used upfront to smooth the data, then the resolution
would be reduced and this effect reduced. However, unless the modified data after
smoothing come close to a smooth model response, the derivatives will still tend to included
too high values at the end as an artifact of the use of few points and a non-negligible
resolution (real or modified). Gringarten used log-log plots with derivatives in his analyses
after an upfront smoothing of the data.2o Even with reduced resolution in his data after
smoothing, increasing derivatives towards the end of shut-ins are still observed, and has to
be artifact of differentiation with improper data.

20

Expert report of A. Gringarten, pages 27 and 28.
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As for de-convolution, this is a method where a pressure-response function of time with

certain constraints is determined with the objective to represent an ideal test response at
constant rate throughout the entire test sequence. ln essence, this means a pressure
response established from a short buildup is extended to the entire test sequence by
honoring an assumed or observed pressure drop through the data set, e.9., from the first to
the last buildup. For the Macondo data with very small pressure changes, the key pressure
drop needed in the analysis cannot be determined with sufficient certainty. ln fact, for the
data sets at hand, the observed trend in de-convolved data beyond the length of key
buildups will actually be controlled by the assumed pressure drop.
The next of my key analyses is shown in Figure 6 as a semi-log match of data from BU 12

from the Upper M55E sand based on a single-probe model with horizontal permeability 150
md, vertical permeability 15 md, and a reference probe diameter of 2 inches. ln this analysis,
which is based directly on recorded data without smoothing or use of modified data, I have
used a skin value of -0.25, which corresponds to an effective probe diameter of 2.6 inches.
Additional analyses and plots can be found in the chapter covering detailed analyses of data
from the Upper M56E sand.

13
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Permeability 150 md
Anisotropy 0.1 (ratio)

一
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Markers: BU 12 data
Curve: Model data

-tl

-lls

fup.rportiooIra

Figure 5 - Semi-log match of Upper M56E data from BU 12 based on a single-probe model with
horizontal permeability 150 md and vertical permeability 15 md.

The analysis above is based on the data from the pre-test, with rate 0.91 B/D, which is less
than half the value assumed to yield acceptable data. Still, the match, in Figure 6 is quite
robust, with significant changes not realistic. Actually, due to a limited drawdown observed

in the data, reducing the permeability is difficult without an unrealistic skin value. The
analysis above is therefore my best estimate for the Upper M56E sand. My permeability of
150 md is also close to the P50 value 117 md listed by Gringarten.2l

The last of my key analyses is shown in Figure 7 as a semi-log match of data from BU 3 data
from the Lower M55E sand based on a single-probe model with horizontal permeability 500
md, vertical permeability 50 md. ln this match I have used a skin value 0.55, which
corresponds to an effective probe diameter of 1.2 inches. I have also based this analysis
directly on recorded data without smoothing and use of modified data. Additional analyses
and plots of data from the Lower M56E sand can be found in the chapter covering detailed
analyses of Lower M56E data below.
For this data set the criteria for quality data are clearly violated, but the match is still fairly
robust in the sense that significant changes would reduce the visual quality of the match. For

instance, with permeability approaching 250 md an inconsistency with the data can be
observed. There is also another limitation on low estimates, with permeability 250 md the
vertical permeability must be high match a rapid pressure recovery in the data, but a high
kv/kr ratio is not realistic for these formations.

21

Expert report of A. Gringarten, page 31.
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Permeability Sfi) md
Anisotropy 0.1 (ratio)

一
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Markers: BU 3 data
Curve: Model data

SuPctPotilion

fmc

Figure 7 - Semi-log match of lower M55E data from BU 3 based on a single-probe mode] with
horizontal permeability 500 md and vertical permeability 50 md.

⌒
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6.

DETAI.ED ANAtysEs oF DATA FRoM THE MsoD SAND

6.1.

Rate Data from M56D

As has been pointed out by others, the final rates from the M56D data set are incorrect.
Figure 8 shows that the problem comes from the sample-pump data, most likely caused by

an incorrect conversion factor used to generate corrected sample-pump rates from raw
sample-pump rates. The figure also shows that the sample pump has lower capacity and is
operated at a lower rate than the guard pump. Moreover, note that the sample pump was
started about 15 minutes after the guard pump.

lncorreEt sample rates, end

ther€fore total

Guard pump (perlmeter

Figure 8

-

rates

probe)

-------)

Total rate

Overview of the rate data from M56D, with obvious erroneous sample rates at the end

of the data set.

Figure t highlights the observation above asserting that the incorrect rates come from an
error when corrected sample-pump rates are generated from raw sample-pump rates, From
the figure it also follows that the corrected rates are lower than the raw data since pump
efficiency is lower than 100%. The same is true for the guard pump (not shown).

16
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Figure 9

-

Detail of M56D rate data showing the start of incorrect sample-pump rate registrations.

Of direct relevance for analysis of the final production test buildup in the M56D data, prior
to the pre-test at the end ofthe data set, are the rates shown in Figure 10. This plot covers a
period with incorrect total rates listed in the M56D data set. By comparing with earlier.
sample-pump data I have concluded that the sample pump was throttled back from 1.35 B/D
(barrels per day) to zero for a period and then brought back up to 1.35 B/D. Added to the
guard-pump rate of 5.8 B/D I therefore get a total rate of 7.L5 BID prior to shut-in.
The gradual reduction of sample-pump rate is also seen at other times. This procedure is
related to fluid-sampling operations.
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- Detail of the last part of the M56D rate data showing the sample pump to be stopped
briefly before the last flow sequence prior to the final "production test" shut-in.

Figure 10

6.2.

Pressure Data from M56D

Since the MDT data being analyzed come from high-mobility formations, and the test rates

of the tool are relatively small, it is not appropriate to use standard well-test methods based
on data smoothing, log-log diagnostic plots, or newer techniques such as de-convolution.
Such methods should at least be used with great care. lnstead, I have used more traditional
treatment of the data along with the single-probe model described above to model and
analyze the pressure response of the MDT tool.

From operational constraints, time on station is limited, and lengthy test sequences
therefore not an option. The periods with shut-in data typically used in analyses are
therefore short, and even with 1 recording per second, as in the Macondo data sets, periods
of interest have few data points. When data are extracted from the log file (DLIS format) for
use in analyses, e.g. as LAS files, one can over-sample the data by interpolation, but this will

introduce false information and hence should be avoided.

With high mobility and low rates, gauge resolution, signal noise and

operational

disturbances tend to reduce the quality of MDT data. This fact cannot be amended with data

smoothing of the Macondo data since there are too few points for algorithms to work
properly. However, by direct comparison of actual data and model data in different plots
one can determine if these are close, i.e., if the model response matches the recorded data.
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The point made above about smoothing only refers to shut-in periods. For periods with flow

one can use various algorithms to smooth the data, but one can also manually remove
outliers to obtain a cleaner data set. The latter is the approach I have used to avoid false
trends, although these periods are not used directly in analyses and hence do not have any
impact on results. The outliers being removed are mostly caused by pump strokes (reversals)
and carry no information to analyses. These points have only been removed to avoid a wide
pressure-signal band in data displays.
Figure 11 illustrates the point above about data quality during shut-in periods. The data set
is complete during the pre-test buildup at the end of the M55D data set in the sense that no
pressure points have been excluded between the first and last within the ringed-in data, but
some pressures have been excluded during the preceding period to focus on the resolution
of the recorded pressure data. Part of the disturbances prior to the pre-test buildup, which
are more severe than those shown, are most likely caused by preparations to run the pre-

test.
Although it is easy to see that the pressures are indeed building up during the pre-test
buildup, the trend is not obvious. lf the data had been displayed with one more digit (one
more decimal place), then it would have been easier to identify the trend even though the
signal noise is greater than the resolution 0.01 psi of the recorded data. However, the
situation about gauge, or data, resolution is better for the other buildups in the M56D data
set since the rate is higher prior to these. The reason is that the pre-test is based on
withdrawing roughly 20 cm3 of fluid at a rate of about 1 cm3/s, which corresponds to a rate
of a little over 0.5 B/D. The rates prior to the other buildups are at least 10 times higher. This
is important since the pressure response is directly proportional with the rate.

F144 final pre-test buildup
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Figure 11

-

lllustration of gauge resolution limitation, signal noise and operational disturbances at

the end ofthe M56D data set.
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Although not critical for analyses, pressure outliers caused by disturbances from the pumps
have been removed to get a cleaner data set for use in data displays. This point is illustrated
in Figure 12 with kept data shown in red and discarded data shown in turquoise. The excerpt
of the data included in Figure 13 shows that the discarded data are indeed caused by pump
strokes. These play no role in analyses, and hence can be removed without any loss of
information or impact on results.

Pl.siurc lprirl v! limr lhd

Figure 12

-

The M56D pressure data showing kept data (red) and discarded data (turquoise).
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Detail of the M56D pressure data showing the discarded data to represent pumpstroke

effects.

The other issues I have brought up above, about pressure derivatives and de-convolution,
will be discussed during relevant analyses. Note that pressure derivatives, or slopes in a plot
of pressure or pressure changes versus a special semi-logarithmic super-position time scale,
is the main source of identifying periods with radial flow. Periods with radial flow are critical,
because such periods are the key sources of data to determine formation permeability.
However, for data sets of the type ringed-in in Figure 11, software-based determination of

point-by-point trends cannot be trusted off hand. Results must be verified by considering the
data directly.

As for de-convolution, this is a method were a pressure-response function of time with
certain constraints is determined with the objective to represent an ideal test response at
constant rate throughout the entire test sequence. ln essence, this means a pressure
response established from a short buildup is extended to the entire test sequence by
honoring an assumed or observed pressure drop through the data set, e.9., from the first to
the last buildup. Due to cleanup effects and changing pump configuration, drawdown data
from M55D cannot be used in this process. Moreover, due to changes from cleanup effects,
the key pressure drop needed in the analysis cannot be determined with sufficient certainty.
ln fact, forthe data sets at hand, the observed trend in de-convolved data beyond the length
of key buildups will actually be controlled by the assumed pressure drop.
Figure 14 shows an overview of the complete M56D data set with 5 buildups identified. The
standard approach used in well-test analyses is to plot pressure changes and semi-log
derivatives from buildups in a log-log diagnostic plot, and to use this plot to identify flow
regimes in the data. Figure 15 shows such data from all 5 buildups normalized with respect
21
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to rate to get a common late-time asymptote in derivatives (lower markers) if we

have

V

consistent data. ln this plot, derivatives of radial-flow data should fall on a straight line with

constant value, while derivatives of spherical-flow data should fall on a straight line with
slope -U2 (one square down by two squares to the right). with flow to a point, spherical
flow is expected prior to radial flow - if radial flow is indeed reached.
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tlgure 14 - Overview ofthe complete M56D data set with 6 buildups identified.

Although some of the derivatives at the bottom in Figure 15 do fall on a straiSht line with
constant value, the general impression is that the derivatives display a downward trend
closer to -1., and also a final upward trend. To determine if this is indeed the case, we have to
take a closer look at the data, and this is best done in semi-log plots without any algorithmbased derivatives. For standard full-scale tests with higher rates, or wire-line tests in
formations with lower mobility, the log{og plot normally provides the information we need
to proceed along a standard workflow. However, for the Macondo data we have to be more
careful.
Actually, the upward trend seen as a dominating feature towards the end of the semi-log
derivatives in all of the log-log diagnostic plots of the Macondo MDT data is an artifad of
gauge resolution and my direct use of recorded data. I am using recorded data directly since
using smoothing on these data sets is unreliable giveh the scatter and limited number of
data points from each buildup. The reason gauge resolution causes the derivatives to

increase is that the superposition time axis compresses the data more and more with
elapsed time since shut-in, and the minimal observable pressure change in these data sets is
o.O1 psi. Avoiding increasing derivatives is therefore not possible, or at least highly unlikely,
22
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during the buildups. Note that without pressure change the derivative will be zero, and not
shown in a log-plot. ll the change is negative and the absolute value displayed, then the
problem will.iust be exaggerated.
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Figure 15

-

Log]og diagnostic plot of all 6 buildups from the M56D data set normalized by rate,

Figure 16 shows a semi-log plot

of all 6 buildups from the M56D data set without rate

normalization. The "superposition" time scale used here accounts for rate changes prior to
shut-ins (buildups). The horizontal shift in the data from the final buildup (i.e., the pre-test)
is caused by a much lower rate prior to this buildup compared to the others.
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Figure 15

- Semi-log plot of all 6 buildups from the M56D

data set without rate normalization.

A detail of the data from the previous figure is shown in Figure 17 with restricted pressure
range. Of the 5 buildups in the data set, only BU 4 and BU 6, which have been identified in
Figure 17, show a consistent pressure response. The spread in pressure response is further
highlighted in Figure 18, which shows just the 5 first buildups from Figure 17.
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Figure 17

- SemFlog plot of all 6 buildups with

a restricted pressure range.
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Figure 18

- Semi-log plot of the first 5 buildups with

the same a restricted pressure range.

With reference to the data shown above we need to determine if the fact that only 2 out of
6 agree is caused by a random, and hence unreliable, tool response, or if there is a reason
behind the results. To this end we need to look closer at the pump sequences. Note,
however, that the data fall into two main categories: With "hump" in early data (BUs 3 and
5), and without "hump" (BUs 1, 2, 4 and 6).
From Figure 19 it is seen that only the guard pump was used prior to BU L and BU 2, and also
that the sample pump was used between BU 2 and BU 3 along with the guard pump.
Moreover, only the sample pump was operated for some time prior to BU 3, but the guard
pump was also run briefly just before shut-in. During BU 3 there are also some pump

activities recorded in the data, with at least the first period adversely affecting the BU 3 data
in Figure 18 (the split). Actually, the initial hump in the BU 3 data has roughly the same
duration as the short period with both pumps running prior to shut-in.
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Figure 19

-

Recorded pump rates from the start of the M56D data set through BU 3.

Figure 20 shows recorded rates leading up to BU 4. For this buildup, similar to BUs L and 2,
only the guard pump is running for some time prior to shut-in. During the full length of the

shut-in period, a period with injection is evident in the pressure data. I have made no
attempt to use the injection and pressure falloff data in analyses, but a limited injection rate
has been used in the rate history.
For BU 5, at the end of the M55D data set, it follows from Figure 10 that both pumps were
operated at least for a period prior to BU 5. This buildup is therefore similar to BU 3,
although the period with dual-pump flow was much shorter prior to BU 3.
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Figure 20

-

Recorded pump rates from the M55D data set leading up to BU 4.

The natural conclusion from the observations above is that the pressure humps in BU 3 and
5 are caused by the two independent pumps being operated prior to shut-in, most likely
from some form of pressure differentials after shut-in. Moreover, the deviating behavior
seen in the BU 1 and 2 data is most likely caused by mud loss from the drilling operation.
Poor data from early buildups is quite normal. Ending up with just 2 out of 5 buildups with a
reliable pressure response from the M55D data set is therefore not surprising, and no cause

for alarm.
Whether or not BU 4 and 5 can be used to determine the permeability of the M55D sand
unit is still to be shown, with gauge resolution being the main problem.

6.3.

Analyses of the M55D Data with Permeability 500 md

A semi-log match of data from BU 4 based on a single-probe model with

horizontal

permeability 500 md, vertical permeability 50 md, probe diameter 2 inches, skin value -0.1.2
and "wellbore" storage 5E-6 bbl/psi is shown in Figure 21. The analysis is based directly on
recorded data without smoothing and use of modified data. An attempted log-log match of
the same data is shown in Figure 22.The derivatives of the model data and of the BU 4 data
are quite different. This is natural in view of the information one can possibly extract from
the raw data in Figure 21.

A match of BU 4 data in the form of a history plot including a period with both pumps
operating is shown in Figure 23. From this plot we see that even though the total rates are
not much different, the drawdown is much larger when the sample pump is running. This
27
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must be caused by a larger pressure drop from the formation to the gauge within the tool
when the sample pump is operated.

Markers: BU 4 data
Curve: Model data
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Figure 21 - Semi-log match of the data from BU 4 based on a single-probe model with horizontal
permeability 500 md and vertical permeability 50 md.
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Figure 22

- Attempted log{og match of the BU 4 data from the previous figure.
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Figure 23 - History plot showing a match of 8U 4 and periods with both dual and single-pump
operations.
ln the analysis above, and in other simllar analyses, I have used a probe diameter of 2 inches

ヘ

as a reference value, with the actual value modified by the factor exp(-skin). For the case
above the effective probe diameter derived from the analysis is therefore 2.3 inches. A
modification is also added based on the kv/kH ratio, since the permeability contrast will
affect the flow pattern near the probe opening. The importance of these ideas is that the
actual condition in the formation near the probe opening is unknown, with the effective
probe diameter obtained from the analysis indicating whether or not the connection is good
or bad. A positive skin value will not have a direct impact on properties determined from an
analysis, but a large negative value can imply that the results are invalid (probe diameter too

large to seal within the wellbore), and hence that better properties must be used to match

the data.
The "wellbore" storage parameter used in all data sets accounts for compressibility effects
of fluids within the tool between the formation and the pump(s). Unfortunately, the effect

of tool storage, which cannot be ignored, tends to disturb early data where a spherical-flow
response should be observed. A steep drop in semi-log derivatives prior to the onset of
radial can therefore be caused by precisely this effect.
A semilog match of data from BU 6 based on the same single-probe model used for BU 4,
but with a change in skin value to 0.77, corresponding to effective diameter of 0.93 inches,

and storage to 2E-6 bbl/psi, is shown in Figure 24. The analysis is again based directly on
recorded data without smoothing and use of modified data. An attempted log-log match of
the same data is shown in Figure 25. Similar to BU 4, the derivatives of the model data and
of the BU 6 data are quite different. This is again natural in view of the information one can
possibly extract from the raw data in Figwe 24.
⌒
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A match of BU 6 data in the form of a history plot including BU 5 with the same skin value
and a period with mostly both pumps operating is shown in Figure 26. From this plot we see
that the skin value needed to match the pre-test drawdown must be reduced to match flow
prior to BU 5.
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Markers: BU 6 data
Curve: Model data
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Flgure 24
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Semi-log match of the data from BU 6 based on the same single-probe model with kH =
forthe BU 4 data with modified skin value.
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tigure 25 - Attempted log-log match ofthe BU 6 data from the pr€vious fi8ure.
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Figure 26 - History plot showing a match of BU 6 along with BU 5 and some flow data leading up to
these buildups (BU 6 model).
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History plot showing a match of BU 5 and BU 6 with skin value reduced to S = 0.52 to

flow prior to
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BU 5.
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Figure 28‑Match ofthe en■ re M56D data wth the BU 5 mode!{Le,skin value).

6.4.

Possible Analyses with Other Permeability Values

included possible analyses of BU 4 and BU 6 with kx = 250 md and kH = 750 md to
establish a likely permeability range for the M56D sand. For the low value, ks = 250 md, if
the ratio kv/kH = 0.1 is kept, which seems most realistic in view of core and log data, then I
need a probe diameter of 4 inches to match the limited drawdown prior to BU 4. This is not
I have also

V

realistic. Moreover, the trend of the model data with kr = 250 md is also slightly too steep to
match the BU 4 test data. Realistically, a permeability of kn = 250 md is only possible if the
kv/kH ratio is increased. For instance, with kv/kH = 0.3 I can match the drawdown before BU 4
with a probe diameter of 3.4 inches. This diameter is also questionable, but if it is accepted,

then I get the semi-log match shown in Figure 29 ofthe

BU 4

data.

A semi-log match of BU 6 is also shown in Figure 30 with kr = 250 md. For this match I need a

skin value of 0.35 with the same ky/k6 ratio is 0.3. The numbers are realistic, but the model
data slightly too steep in the match in Figure 30.

of BU 4 in Figure 31 with k6 = /59 md and kv/kH = 0.1.
to use a skin value of 0.22. A similar analysis is shown in Figure 32 for

I have also included a semi-log match

For this match I need

BU 6 with the same properties and skin 0.77. The skin values are realistic, but the trends are
a little too shallow, indicated 750 md to be too high for the M56D sand.
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Figure 29‑Sem卜 :og match ofthe data from BU 4 wtth kH=250 md and kv/kH=0.3.
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Figure 30‑Sem卜 :og match ofthe data from BU 6 with kH=250 md and kvノ kH=0。 3.
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Figure 31

- Semi-log
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match of the data from BU 4 with permeability 750 md and ky/k, = 9.1.
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match of the data from BU 6 with permeability 750 md and ky/k, = 9.1.
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.1.

ANAtysEs oF DATA FRoM THE uppER M56E sAND

Rate Data from Upper M55E

Figure 33 shows an overview of recorded total and individual rates from the guard and
sample pumps in the Upper M56E data set. At this station the sample pump was started

after roughly 22 minutes. Moreover, in Figure 34, which shows the last part of pump data,
the sample pump is seen to be throttled back prior to the last shut-ins.

Guard pump

/,4\

Sample pump

Figure 33 - Overview of the rate data from Upper M55E, with split between the guard and sample
pumps shown.
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Figure 34
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Pump data from the last part of the Upper M56E data set.

Pressure Data from Upper M55E

Since the MDT data being analyzed from the Upper M56E sand, similar to the data from the

M55D sand, come from a high-mobility formation with relatively small rates from the tool, a
direct use of standard well-test methods based on data smoothing, log-log diagnostic plots,
or newer techniques such as de-convolution is not likely to be reliable. lnstead, I have again
used a more traditional and direct use of recorded data, along with a proper single-probe
model for the pressure response of the MDT tool.22 The inherent restrictions on MDT data
were described for the M56D data set above, where the approach I have used to remove
pressure outliers from pump effects to get a cleaner data set for display purposes was also
discussed and illustrated. For shut-in periods I have used recorded data directly without any

filtering or smoothing of derivatives.
Figure 35 shows an overview of the complete Upper M55E data set following removal of
pressure outliers from pump effects, with 12 buildups identified.

22

L^rr.n, L.: "Modeling and Analyzing Source and lnterference Data From Packer-Probe and
Multiprobe Tests," paper SPE 102698 presented at the SPE Annual Technical Conference and
Exhibition, San Antonio, Iexas,24-27 September 2005.
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Overview ofthe complete Upper M56E data set with 12 buildups identified.

ln order to identify flow regimes, such as radial or spherical, in a given data set, the standard
approach is to display buildup data in log-log diagnostic plots of pressure changes and semi-

log derivatives. Figure 35 shows such data from all 6 buildups normalized with respect to
rate to get a common late-time asymptote in derivatives (lower markers) if we have
consistent data. ln this plot, derivatives of radial-flow data should fall on a straight line with
constant value, while derivatives of spherical-flow data should fall on a straight line with
slope -1/2 (one square by two squares). With flow to a point, spherical flow is expected prior
to radial flow - if radial flow is reached.
Although some of the derivatives at the bottom in Figure 35 do fall on a straight line with
constant value, the general impression is that the derivatives display downward trend closer
to -1, and also a final upward trend. To determine if this is indeed the case, we have to take
a closer look at the data, and this is best done in semi-log plots without any algorithm-based
derivatives. For standard full-scale tests with higher rates, or wire-line tests in formation
with lower mobility, the log-log plot normally provides the information we need to proceed
along a standard workflow. However, for the Macondo data we have to be more careful.
As was explained for the M56D data set, the upward trend seen as a dominating feature

towards the end of the semi-log derivatives in all of the log-log diagnostic plots of the
Macondo MDT data is.iust an artifact of gauge resolution. I have therefore not tried to use
this behavior in any modeling and analysis effort.
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Figure 36
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Log{og diagnostic plot of all 12 buildups from the Upper M56E data set normalited by

rate.

Figure 37 shows a semi-log plot of all 12 buildups from the UpPer M56E data set without
rate normalization. The "superposition" time scale used here accounts for rate changes prior
buildups. The horizontal shift in the data from the final buildup (from the pre-test) is caused
by a much lower rate prior to this buildup compared to the others.
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Semi-log plot

lh.

of all 12 buildups trom the Upper M56E data set without

normallzation.
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A detail of the data from the previous figure is shown in Figure 38 with restricted pressure
range. lt is not clearfrom this plot if there is a consistent subset of the 12 buildups. As a first
impression it also appears that the pressure level of the first 11 buildups (the cluster on the
right-hand of the plot) is lower than that from the last buildup (BU 12). Actually with higher
rates for the first 11 buildups the slopes are steeper, and only a direct match with model
data can be used to conclude if the pressure levels are indeed inconsistent. Note, however,
that lower recorded pressures are possible with a heavier fluid between probe and a gauge
higher in the MDT module (increased pressure drop).
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Figure 38

- Semi-log plot of all 12 buildups with

a restricted pressure range.

Without directly identifying the various buildups, Figure 39 shows that most of them exhibit
similar trends, but with vertical shifts that needs to be examined.

⌒
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Figure 39

- Semi{og plot of the first 11 buildups with

the same a restricted pressure range.

With reference to the data shown above we need to determine if there is a random, and
hence unreliable, tool response, or if there is a reason behind the results. To this end I have
started buildup an analysis model based on the BU 12 data, and proceeded to check if this
model is consistent with other buildups.

7.3.

Analyses of Upper M55E Data

A semi-log match of data from BU 12 based on a single-probe model with horizontal
permeability 150 md, vertical permeability 15 md, and a reference probe diameter of 2
inches is shown in Figure 40. ln this analysis, which is based directly on recorded data
without smoothing or use of modified data, I have used a skin value of -0.25 and a tool
storage of 1E-6 bbl/psi. The skin value implies an effective probe diameter of 2.6 inches. An
attempted log-log match of the same data is shown in Figure 35. The derivatives of the

model data and of the BU 12 data are quite different. This is natural in view of the
information one can possibly extract from the raw data in Figure 35.
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Anisotropy 0.1 (ratio)
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Figure 40

-

Semi-log match of the data from BU 12 based on a single-probe model with horizontal

permeability 150 md and vertical permeability 15 md.
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Figure 41

0I)1

lhrl

- Attempted log-log match of the BU 12 data from the previous figure.

I have also included a history plot in Figure 42 which shows a match based on the BU 12
model over a time span that also covers BUs 10 and 11. Note that both pumps were used
over most of the flow periods, but 3 periods where the sample pump was throttled back is
also evident in the pressure data (the half-domes). The latter point is important, because it
follows that the drawdown is reduced significantly at low sample-pump rates even though
the total rate does not change that much. As I pointed out for the M56D data set, operating
41
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the sample pump together with the guard pump can significantly increase the drawdown,
most likely from increased pressure drop within the tool when the sample pump is running.
This is important, since the skin value has to be modified to -0.55, corresponding to an
effective probe diameter of 3.5 inches to the periods with low drawdown. This is bordering
on an unrealistic value, suggesting that a horizontal permeability of 150 md should be

▼

considered as a low estimate for the Upper M56E sand.
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History plot showing a match of BU 12 along with BUs 10 and 11 based on the BU 12

model,

A history match of the second half of the Upper M55E data with the BU 12 model and skin 0.55 is shown in Figure 43. The short periods where a match is obtained is precisely the
periods with the sample pump throttled back or stopped.
I have also included a history match of the entire Upper M56E data set in Figure 44 based on
the BU 12 model with the original skin value. This plot shows that this model, with horizontal
permeability 150 md, vertical permeability 15 md and skin value -0.25 matches the periods
with both pumps running in the last part of the data set, but a higher skin value (closer to
zero or positive) is needed to match earlier data. Cleanup in the form of filtrate flow-back is
the most likely reason for the reduction in drawdown relative to rate observed in the first
part of the data. This is the normal response from such tests.
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The history match from the previous figure extended to the entire UPPER M56E

set,

By examining the data in Figure 38 in detail, I have concluded that BUs 2 and 6 cannot be
used in analyses. BU 2 comes early, with problems therefore normal, while BU 6 appears to
affected by operational disturbances, which are quite common considering that fluid

sampling is normally the main objective from MDT runs.
⌒
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旨

Figure 45 shows how the BU 1.2 model matches the 1.0 remaining buildups with BUs 2 and 6

excluded in the form of a log-log diagnostic plot. To match the derivatives of data, the model
derivatives must be shifted to the right. I can achieve this by reducing the kv/kr ratio or
increasing the tool storage in the model. Both are acceptable approaches, but reducing the

kv/kn requires and even larger effective probe diameter. I have considered this to be
unrealistic, and have therefore assumed that 150 md is a reasonable lower limit of the
horizontal permeability in the Upper M56E sand.
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Figure 45

-

Log-log match of BUs 1, 3-5 andT-L2 based on the BU 12 model.

I have also included a semi-log plot in Figure 46 showing a match of the 10 buildups with BUs
2 and 6 excluded based on the BU 12 model. The plot shows that most of the buildups have
pressure recovery trends that are consistent with the model, but the pressure levels are too
low, although not by much. This must be a tool effect, but I have not found a good

explanation for what it might mean.

With the pressure levels from earlier buildups falling below that of the last buildup, using deconvolution to enhance the analysis of Upper M56E data is not a valid option.
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Figure 46

Semi-log match of BUs 1, 3-5 and 7-12 based on the BU 12 model.

Although I have not shown this directly, the buildup trend from BU 1 is slightly steeper than
that predicted by the BU 12 model. I have therefore reduced the kv/kH ratio 0.03 to match
the BU l data with horizontal permeability 150 md. The resulting match with skin value 0.16

in Figwe 4?. Reducing the kvlkH ratio to match early data might be questionable,
but not unrealistic if considerable cleanup is achieved near the wellbore.
is shown

Permeability 150 md
anisotropy 0.03 (ratio)
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Figure 47

-

Semi-log match of the data from BU 1 with

kH

= 150 md and kvlkH = 0.03.
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I have also included a semi-log match of the BU 3 data in Figure 48 with the same model
with kv/ks = 0.03 and skin value -0.59. The skin value implies an effective probe diameter of
3.6 inches, which is quite high. As shown in Figure 49, I need this skin value to match the
drawdown prior to shut-in with only the guard pump running.

Permeability 150 md
anisotropy 0.03 (ratio)
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Markers: BU 3 data
Curve: Model data

tigure 48 - Semi-log match of the data from BU

3

with klt = 150 md and kv/kH

Guard pump

=

0'03.
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= 150 md, kv/kH = 0'03 and

'0'59'
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Although not shown in the report, I can also produce similar matches of several of the other
buildups from the Upper M56E data set.
To get an indication of a possible permeability range from the Upper M56E sand I have also
included an analysis of the BU 12 data with horizontal permeability 200 md. This is shown in

the form of a semi-log plot in Figure 50. To achieve this match I have used a kv/ks ratio of
0.03 and a skin value of -0.23.

Permeability 200 md
anisotropy 0,03 (ratio)
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Marke6: BU 12 data
Curve: Model data

Figure 50 -Semi-log match ol the data from BU 12 with

kH

=

2fl) md and

kv/kH = 0.03.

By following the approach used above, I can also match BU 1 and BU 3 data with the same
model if I reduce the kylks ratio to 0.01. The first such match is shown in Figure 51, which is
based on a skin value of 0.2.

ln Figure 52 I show a similar analysis for BU 3 with skin value -0.55, corresponding to an effective
probe diameter of 3.5 inches (a high value).
Both of these matches look acceptable, but the probe diameter does seem to be too high, or at least

questionable.
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Figure 51
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fmc

Semi-log match of the data from BU 1 with kx = 200 md and ky/kx = Q.91.
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Figure 52

- Semi-log

match of the data from BU 3 with kH = 2fi) md and ky/k, = Q.91.

with ks = 250 md. The reason is that BU 12 requires a kv/kx ratio
of 0.003 to match the trend of the bulk of the buildup data, but with this low ratio I cannot
match early pressure data from BU 12 because the pressure recovery is too slow.
I have not included analyses
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8.

DETA|LED ANAtysEs oF DATA FRoM THE LowER M56E SAND

8.1.

Rate Data from Lower M56E

Figure 53 shows an overview of recorded total and individual rates from the guard and
sample pumps in the Lower M56E data set. At this station the sample pump was started
after roughly 35 minutes. Similar to the other two data sets, the sample pump is throttled
back prior to shut-in periods in the second half of the data. There are also some incorrect
high rates in this data set, but these have just been ignored in analyses.

sample pump

Figure 53 - Overview of the rate data from Lower M56E, with split betw€en the guard and sample
pumps shown.

8.2.

Pressure Data from Lower M56E

The general statement about MDT data and the use of standard well-test methods based on

data smoothing, log-log diagnostic plots, or newer techniques such as de-convolution, also
apply to the data from the Lower M56E sand in the sense that one has to rely more directly
on recorded data and the use of simple plots in analyses to avoid introducing false trends in
the data. This only refers to shut-in periods. For periods with flow, the approach described
for the M56D data set has been used for the Lower M56E data, with pressure outliers
removed to get cleaner data in plots.
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Figure 54 shows an overview of the complete Lower M55E data set with the location of 12

buildups indicated - 3 early in the data set and 9 towards the end. From this fiSure it is clear
that the period leading up to the third buildup is strongly influenced by cleanup effects
(filtrate flow back), while the last part with 9 quite periodic shut-ins taking place under
relatively stable conditions, although with unstable rates. A detail of this period is shown in
Figure 55. From this figure it appears that the buildup data are erratic and of questionable
quality for use in analyses.
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Test overview of the complete Lower M55E data set with the locations 3 early buildups

and 9 late buildups indicated.
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Figure 55 - Test overview covering the last pan of the Lower M56E data with the location of the 9
late buildups indicated.

To get a first indication of the quality and information content in the 12 buildups from the

Lower M56E data set I have followed standard procedure and set up the log-log diagnostic
plot shown in Figure 56 with all 12 buildups included. The pattern seen in derivatives from
the M56D and Upper M56E data sets is also repeated here, with a sharp down trend early
and a steep uptrend at the end of the data. Although the downtrend is to some extent
realistic and expeded, the uptrend is not. As was explained for the M56D data set, the
upward trend seen as a dominating feature towards the end of the semi-log derivatives in all
of the loglog diagnostic plots of the Macondo MDT data is iust an artifact of gauge
resolution.
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Figure 56

-

Log-log diagnostic plot of all 12 buildups from the TOWER M55E data set normalized by

rate.

ln order to identify buildups that should be excluded from analyses I have used semi-log and
linear plots to screen the data. Figure 57 shows a semi-log plot of all 12 buildups from the

without rate normalization. The "superposition" time scale is used to
changes prior buildups. The horizontal shift in the data from the final
buildup (from the pre-test) is caused by a much lower rate prior to this buildup compared to

LOWER M56E data set

account for rate

▼

the others.

Final buildup (pre-test)
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A detail of the data from the previous figure is shown in Figure 58 with restricted pressure
range and the first and last buildups identified (BUs 1 and 12). From this plot it is not

possible

to

identify consistent buildups. From Figure 59, on the other hand, which

is

restricted to the first eleven buildups, it is possible to identify several buildups with declining

pressure trend, and hence invalid data that cannot represent pressure buildup in the
formation. These are Bl)s 2, 4,5,7, 8, 9 and 10. The reason must be tool effects or tool
activities, either manual or automatic. Only the 5 remaining buildups, BUs t,3, 6, 7t and 12,
can therefore possibly be used in analyses. BU 1, however, has a pressure level that is too
low to represent an undisturbed formation response, leaving only 4 potential candidates:
BUs

3,6,

11 and 12.

Although BU 6 is highly disturbed, it has been used in some caparisons below. The reason is
that it has a segment of data that overlays part of BU 1]', and therefore appears to have
some value,

一●二 α一●

Figure 58

-

Semi-log plot of all 12 buildups with a restrided pressure range.
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Figure 59

Tn

- Semi-log plot of the first 11 buildups with

the same a restricted pressure range.

With reference to the data shown above it is first of all necessary to determine if the fact
that only a few of the 12 buildups are likely to have a consistent behavior is caused by a
random, and hence unreliable, tool response, or if there is a reason behind the results.
ln an effort to determine why the buildups behave differently, I have looked closer at the
pump sequences, starting with the early data shown in Figure 50. From this plot it follows
that only the guard pump was used during the period leading up to BU 3, with the sample
pump started after BU 3 along with the guard pump. From this figure it appears that the
conditions should be similar for BU 2 and BU 3, but BU 2 shows a declining pressure trend
while BU 3 appears to show a normal buildup trend in the semi-log plot in Figure 54. A likely
difference is formation cleanup (filtrate flow back), but operational disturbances are also
possible.
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Recorded pump rates from the start of the Lower M56E data set through BU 3.

For the remainder of the buildups it follows from Figure 61 that the sample pump was
throttled back (for sampling purposes) to a low value prior to shut-in for BUs 4-10, while
both pumps were running between BUs 10 and L1. Afthough BU 6 appears to have a similar
pump sequence prior to shut-in as BUs 4,5,7-L0, at least the end of this buildup appears to
be valid for use in analyses.
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Figure 61

-

Recorded pump rates from the last part of the Lower M56E data set.
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8.3.

Analyses of Data from Lower M56E with Permeability 500 md

A semi-log match of data from BU 3 based on a single-probe model with horizontal
md, vertical permeability 50 md, reference probe diameter 2 inches and
skin value 0.55 is shown in Figure 62, with skin value 0.55 corresponding to an effective
probe diameter of 1.2 inches. I have based this analysis directly on recorded data without
smoothing and use of modified data. An attempted log-log match of the same data is shown
in Figure 63. The derivatives of the model data and of the BU 3 data are quite different. This
is natural in view of the information one can possibly extract from the raw data in FiSure 62.
permeability

5OO

Permeability 50O md
Anisotropy 0.1 (ratio)

一
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Markers: 8U 3 data
Curvei Model data

- Semi-log match of the data from BU 3 based on a single'probe model with horizontal
permeability 5OO md and vertical permeability 50 md.

Figure 62
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Figure 63

k

thd

- Attempted log-log match of the BU 3 data from the previous figure.

The history plot in Figure 64 shows that the BU 3 model matches the entire flow period
between BU 2 and BU 3, but not earlier data. The obvious reason is formation cleanup. This
is indicated from the fact that the pressure is increasing (drawdown decreasing) while the
rate is fairly stable.
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Figure 64 - History plot showing a match of BU 3 and periods with both dual, after BU 3, and
single-pump operations, before BU 3.
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A semi-log match of data from BU 5 based on the same single-probe model used for BU 3,
but with a change in skin value to 0.13, is shown in Figure 55. I have also based this analysis

directly on recorded data without smoothing and use of modified data. The initial pressure
for this match is 11855.785 psia.
For this buildup with poor quality data, the similarity between the model and the recorded

data might be a coincidence, but the data do nonetheless support the model. A log-log plot
of this buildup has not been included since the quality of the data is too poor.

Markeru: BU 5 data
Curve: Model data
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Figure 65

-

Semi-log match of the data from 8U 6 based on the same single-probe mode! used for

the BU 4 data.

A match of BUs 5-12 based on the BU 6 model is shown in Figure 55. From this plot we see
that the skin value needed to match the pre-test drawdown must be reduced to match flow

prior to BU 5.
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Figure 55 - History plot showing a match of BU 6 along with 7 of the other 8 buildups from the last
group (BU 4 not included).
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Figure 57 - Semi-log match of the data from BU 11 based on the same single-probe model used for
the BU 3 and 6 data (restricted pressure range).
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Figure 58 - SemLlog match of the data from BU 12 (pre-testl based on the same single-prob€
model used for the BU 3, 5 and 11.
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History plot showing a match ot BU 5 along with 7 others from the last group of
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8.4.

Possible Analyses of Lower M56E Data with Other Permeability Values

To get an indication of a possible permeability range from the Lower M55E sand I have also

included analyses of BU 3 with horizontal permeability 250 md for a low value and 750 md

for a high value. This is shown in the form of a semi-log plot in Figure 70 for the case with
permeability 250 md and an isotropic formation (kv/kn = 1) with skin value 0.38. With a low
ky/kp ratio, which is more realistic, the pressure recovery would be too slow, and hence
indicate that a permeability of 250 md for this sand is too low.

Markers: BU 3 data
Curve: Model data
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Figure 70

- Semi{og

match of the data from BU 3 with

k11

= 250 md and ky/k,, = 1.

A match of BU 3 with horizontal permeability 750 md is shown in the form of a semi-log plot
in Figure 71 with ky/kg = 0.1 and skin value 0.9. This match is acceptable, but a match higher
permeability is not likely. My impression is therefore that a permeability value near 500 md
is a good estimate, but a higher value cannot be ruled out on the basis of MDT data.
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Figure 71

- Semi-log

match of the data from BU 3 with kx = 750 md and kv/k, = 1.
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pRocEDURE

This report contains my opinions, conclusions, and reasons therefore.

A general statement of my qualifications is contained in the Professional Background
section, page 3. A more detailed statement of my qualifications is included in Appendix A.
A list of publications since 1993 is provided in Appendix A.

to Kappa Engineering for my time preparing this report and any
testimony as an expert witness at trial or deposition is as follows: S 475 per hour.

The compensation

I have

not testified as an expert witness before.

The facts and data I considered in forming my opinions are listed in Appendix B.

The opinions expressed in this report are my own and are based on the data and facts
available to me at the time of writing. Should additional relevant or pertinent information
become available, I reserve the right to supplement the discussion and findings in this
report.
⌒
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Bale, A., Larsen, 1., Tudor, D.T., and Buchanan, A.: "Propped Fracturing as a
Tool for Prevention and Removal of Formation Damage," paper SPE 68913
presented at the 200L SPE European Formation Damage Conference, The
Hague, May 2L-22.

Larsen, L.: "General Productivity Models for Wells in Homogeneous and
Layered Reservoirs," paper SPE 71613 presented at the 2001 SPE Annual
Technical conference and Exhibition, New Orleans, sept.30-oct.3.
Larsen, L.: "Uncertainties in Standard Analyses of Boundary Effects in Buildup
Data," sPERFF (Oct.2OO5l 437-444.
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